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homonyms, homographs, homophones - answers - 4. the rope was wound _a_ around his
ankles. (a) tied around (rhymes with pound) the soldier received a wound _b_ in the battle. (b) an
injury (rhymes with moon)
homophones worksheet 1 return of the ninjas! - our teacher was giving us a lessen / lesson on
homophones. 5. it was still pretty early in the ... i grabbed the answer keys and ran toward the
principal's / principle's office. 16. the ninjas were chasing me so i dropped a banana peal / peel on
the ground. 17. one of the ninjas slipped and fell into the garbage chute / shoot face first. 18. i said,
"what a waist / waste ," as i heard him fall ...
hint answer a answer b hint answer a answer b - efl4u - homophones 3 lesson collection set #5
Ã‚Â©efl4u hint answer a answer b hint answer a answer b please give me another hint. give me
another hint, please. hint answer a answer b hint answer a answer b use your teeth a kind of meat a
group of cows the main part flew high tossed away up or down steps kingÃ¢Â€Â™s son a big animal
above your hips to select be waiting calmly a small insect bottom of ...
spelling answer key lesson 1: compound lesson 2: homophones - spelling answer key lesson 1:
compound words 1.overnight 2.underwater 3ilboat 4fe jackets 5.offshore 6rawberry 7light 8aweed
9.wildlife
homophone quiz no. 6 answer sheet - homophone quiz no. 6  answer sheet here is a list
of all the words used as part of homophone quiz no. 6 along with all of their possible homophones. 1.
wade  weighed 2. reed  read / rede 3. made  maid 4. find  fined 5.
sighs  size ...
hint answer a answer b hint answer a answer b - efl4u - teachersÃ¢Â€Â™ instructions (1/2)
homophones 2 (not so difficult) 1. student ability: beginner ~ low intermediate 2. approximate length
of lesson: 15+ 3.
grade 3 lesson 12 - thelessonbuilder - homophones read the questions. circle the letter of the best
answer for each. the first one has been done for you. 1. which is a homophone for pair ?
homophone pairs with wordle l1 - 3 quizzes - spelling ww/l1 - october 2009. to print or download
your own copies of this document visit: http://skillsworkshop homophones - 2 find the matching pairs
of words to answer the ...
lesson 12 name date weekly tests 12 - wordpress - grade 3, unit 3: learning lessons name date
vocabulary the science fair lesson 12 weekly tests 12.3 vocabulary Ã‚Â© houghton mifflin harcourt
publishing company.
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homophones instructions for teachers - tiny tefl teacher - homophones some words in english
have the same pronunciation, but different spelling and meaning. find words with the same
pronunciation in the word-search below.
homophones - free printable worksheets for preschool - title: homophones author: t. smith
publishing subject: circle the homophones in each sentence. keywords: homophones; grammar
worksheet; free printable worksheets ...
free lesson 2 homophones answers pdf - ketnoitienganh - questions 1ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢Â‚Â¬Ã¢Â€Âœ10.
mark the space for the best answer to each question. worksheet 1, sentence fragments (7 exercises)
worksheet 1, sentence fragments (7 exercises) 1. salt-water fish can be very colorful. for example,
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